September – Earth, Wind & Fire
(Key of D, 124 BPM) – Revised (end) 7/30/07

Intro

\[(\text{DM7 C#m7 Bm7}) (\text{C#m7 F#m7})\]-3X
\[(\text{GM7/A})\]-4X, One accent last bar: beat 3.

V1

“Do you remember the twenty-first night…”

\[(\text{DM7 C#m7 Bm7}) (\text{C#m7 F#m7})\]-2X
\[(\text{GM7/A})\]-2X, Two accents last bar: beats 3-4.

V2

(same) “Our hearts were ringing…”

C1

“Ba-de-ya, say do you remember…”

\[(\text{Bm7 E7}) (\text{C#m7 F#m7})\]-3X
\[(\text{GM7/A})\]-2X, Three accents last bar: beats 3-&-4.

Bridge

(same as verse) “Ba do oo, ba do oo…”

V3

(same) “My thoughts are with you…”

V4

(same) “Now December found the love…”

C2

(same), Two accents last bar: beats 3-4.

C

(same as C2)

V5

(same as C2) “The bells were ringing…”

C

(same as C2)

C

(same as C2)

C

No vocals: (same), Three accents last bar: beats 3-&-4.